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The 7th edition of the Bulgarian Creative Writing Competition in English is over and I would like to
share my impressions about it. First of all I am pleased that the number of the interested schools
and students stays high - we had 185 schools participating and over 4800 creative works
submitted. This shows that the creative writing concept is well accepted among the young people in
this country and they appreciate the opportunity to write on unusual and provocative topics and
express their thoughts freely.

It is always a pleasure to read the writing pieces and I really enjoy the authority and the confidence
the students write with. They use and play with the English language in such a professional way
which helps their creative and thoughtful writings to turn into masterpieces of creative work.
Fairytales, dreams, short and longer stories, different kinds of poems – this variety represents the
enormous creative potential of our contestants. And what a hard time for the jury to select the best
works in each category – positive ejaculations, passionate discussions and meaningful
conversations…All this resulted in the selection of creative works we are offering to you now.

The topics this year were so inspiring and put the students in very complicated situations – which
one to choose, how to approach it, how to express all the feelings about it. The 6th graders immerse
into the romantic world of cat-dog relations and also shared with us what trees think about. The 7th
graders explored everything from technology through art to fantasy. Stories about magic spells and
dangers lurking, of love and hate tearing apart families… Some students explained how everything
they drew came to life.

8th graders were in a very adventurous mood. With only 2 dollars in the pocket they traveled
around the world, helped people to feel happy, changed lives. Some of them had no other choice
but to surrender. 9th graders entered a world where all the lies they’ve ever told became true. Well,
all this was only for a day and separating them was the best decision.
The topics for 10th, 11th and 12th graders were more abstract and they produced philosophical
works on good and bad, right and wrong, peace and conflict, life and death.
I would like to thank to all those wonderful and talented young writers for the inspirations they
brought to us and to encourage them to continue doing this. I am very interested to see their next
creations and I am sure they will further master their English language and writing skills.

I would like to thank to our partners whose continuous support was essential for organizing the
competition this year - the US Embassy in Sofia, the American University in Bulgaria, AVO, Integral,
Express Publishing, Klett Bulgaria, and Macmillan.
Enjoy reading the works of the winners!

Dimitar Tsekov

Executive Director

CORPLUS Foundation
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THE DOG THAT FELL IN LOVE WITH A CAT
Preslava Gyuzeleva
OU “P.R.Slaveykov”- Burgas

A Dalmatian was walking down the street. His name was Dominic, the Daring Dalmatian.

“On a lovely sunny day, I am walking on my way!”, he was singing happily.

Suddenly a cat appeared. She was licking her paws while watching the clear blue sky. The dog

stopped singing and walking. He was just standing there, staring at the cat.

“What a magnificent creature! Her fur looks like silk, her eyes are blue like the ocean. I have

never seen such a beautiful cat in my whole life. Should I talk to her?”, he asked himself. “Yes,
definitely! After all, they don’t call me the Daring Dalmatian in vain.”

He approached the cat and said, “What a beautiful day we are having, right? The skies are so

blue and clear!”

“Yes, indeed”, the cat replied.

“But they cannot compare to the blue in your eyes, my dear…um, what’s your name?”

“Catherine the Cute Cat. But I don’t see why you would want to know my name and why you

complimented me. Dogs usually chase me or bark at me”, the cat said in a confused way.

“I am going to tell you straight”, the Dalmatian said, “I fell in love with you at the moment I saw

you! I know this sounds strange and even crazy but I have never felt like that before. I don’t think I
should hide such a beautiful feeling!”, he said dramatically.
The cat looked at him and started laughing.

“Oh, what a funny joke! But I think it is a bit early for April Fools’ Day. What’s your name?”
“Dominic the Daring Dalmatian. But I don’t see why you find my feelings funny.”

“Haven’t you heard that two different animal species can never be together? If not, then you

definitely have to read a biology book. Sorry, dear. It was very nice talking to you. After all, I don’t see
dogs calling me “beautiful” every day!”

Catherine said that and went into a small yard. But Dominic knew exactly what to do. Not so

long ago his mother told him about a very powerful enchantress who lived in the city. She had even
showed him where the enchantress lived. The dog headed straight to her house.

The house was small and looked like it was abandoned years ago. The dog went inside. The

house was very messy and full of strange objects, such as jars with eyeballs in them which gave
Dominic chills. “Maybe the house is abandoned”, he said in despair.

But suddenly an old woman appeared from behind some bookshelves. “How can I help you,

darling?”, she asked quietly.

“I want to become a tomcat!”, the dog said. He was a bit frightened.
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“Hmm, you fell in love with a cat but you can’t be together because you are two different

species. Did I guess right?”

“How do you know it?” the Dalmatian shouted.

“I am an old enchantress. I know everything. I will turn you into a tomcat but you will have to

be a tomcat forever. Are you sure you really want it?”
“Yes, anything for my true love!”

“OK, but then don’t say I haven’t warned you.”

And she turned him into a tomcat. Dominic was over the moon! Now he could finally be with

the one he loved. He went to the same place where he had met the cat earlier that day. But what he

saw left him shocked - a beautiful female dog with bright blue eyes was standing in front of him.
When she saw him, she started crying.

“Oh, no! What have you done, Dominic?”

“Catherine? Is that you? Why are you a dog?”

“I think I can explain that. When you left, I went to a wizard’s house. I realized that I loved you

too and wanted us to be together. So, I asked him to turn me into a dog. He said that I would be a dog

for the rest of my life.”

“So, did I. But I thought there was only one enchantress in the city.”

“There is a wizard and an enchantress. But they are divorced and don’t work together”,

Catherine explained.

“I guess this is just fate. We can never be together”, Dominic said.

They hugged each other. Then Dominic went into the yard and Catherine started walking down

the street singing: “On this beautiful day I am walking on my way!”
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WHAT DO TREES THINK ABOUT?
Boyanka Zaharieva
OU “Geo Milev” – Belozem

Three hundred years ago I was a vital small seed. Today I am an old frail tree. So big and so weak! Oh,
yes! So weak because I can’t move but only stand on my roots. I can’t protect from people who cut my

branches for heating wood or furniture, or paper and so on. Perhaps my end is soon. Nobody knows

that a tree’s last wish comes true! I have mine – I would like to be reborn a person to revenge people

who cut my brothers and sisters. My last hour is coming. I fall asleep and die but have the life of a

good-looking young man. I don’t forget my mission. My plan is to make an atom bomb to destroy the

whole world. One day on the street I meet two homeless children and feel sorry about all the innocent
people on this Earth. It is too late because the bomb is going to explode in a minute. I regret and start

crying. It is coming, the explosion, few seconds only – five, four, three, two, one … I open my eyes. I am

still alive, the sun is shining and the birds are singing in the nests of my branches. Oh, Heavens! It was
just a nightmare. I feel so happy, no matter I am still a tree. Now, I would like to be a tree forever,

without the legs and the power of men but tree which is more human than many human beings. I
know, my mission is just to be a tree – to be home for birds, to give shadow in hot days, to make the
air fresh, to listen to the wind blowing my leaves, to laugh when children climb on me…. What a
beautiful life I have. I don’t feel three hundred years old anymore. I am a newborn happy tree!
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THE DOG THAT FELL IN LOVE WITH A CAT
Rozali Terzieva
OU “Vasil Aprilov” – Burgas

Let me tell you the story about dog named Max. Max was a very beautiful dog with amazing eyes and

great bark. He lives in a town called Zoo town. There are a lot of kinds of animals and they live happily

together. The main rule of the town Is that animals must marry to animals that are just like them. For
example, if you are an elephant, you can’t marry to a dog. However, Max turned eighteen years old last

week and he is searching for love. He is very popular and a lot of dogs like him. But he can’t find the
right one, because every single dog girl likes the bright side of him. They like Max – the footballer who
is famous and handsome but they don’t know his other side – the emotional one.

One day a cat named Sally come into the town. She is so cute. Her fur is white and she has got black
eyes! Wow! She is a real mess…and a fire!

- Storm said that she is a strong, independent young lady. – said Garry – Max’ best friend.

- I don’t know, I don’t like cats at all. They want all the attention. – said Max.
- Yeah, but she is cute, isn’t she? – said Garry.
- Maybe…

- O, Come on, Max!

- Oh ok. She is sweet and her eyes …

- Hello boys! Can I sit next to you? Nice to meet you! I am Sally.
- Hi! I am Garry and that’s my friend Max. Max say hi!
- Hi!

- I know you! I followed you on Instagram.
- Who? Me?
- No. Max.

- If you want we can hang out, one day?
- Yes, sure! – said Garry.
- Ok! – said Max.
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- That’s good. See you soon!

Week later Sally, Max and Garry hanged out. Max and Sally really start to like each other and enjoy

their time together. But the problem is that they must keep their love a secret. Sally made a song
called Secret love song. Their love was deeper than what they think. Max wants to marry Sally so
bad… so one day they discuss it.

- Honey, I want to marry you. You are going to be great wife…
- Yeah honey but you know the rule…

- I don’t want to hide us away anymore! Our love is like the wind, I can’t see it but I can feel it.

- The fire inside me burned the fire around me…Ok go, tell the world about the love we are making…

- If you marry me, I can say that I am in love, I can hold your hand during walks and I can kiss you on
the dance station…
- Let’s do it!

It was hard…really hard for them, but they did it! A lot of couples go by their side and they make a
petition to change the rule.

The main idea of my story is:

If you want something, go for it! Work hard, play hard! Believe, love and live life! Never say never! Life
starts at the end of the comfort zone!

I don’t care if you are going to choose my story for the best or not. I did it for myself. These are my

emotions and thoughts. I hope you are going to like it because is something from my heart. Something

made with love…
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HOPEFULLY THE BATTERIES WILL RUN OUT AND HE WILL STOP TALKING SOON
Tsvetelina Tetimova
OU “Vasil Aprilov” - Burgas

Every family has got that one weird relative. It’s usually an aunt who owns forty cats, a
brooding and mysterious cousin, or a grandparent who still thinks they live in the sixties. But mu
family has an even more unusual case – and that unusual case’s name is Uncle Ted. I know, that name
sounds bland as if it came out of a cheap sitcom. But my uncle was everything but bland.
He was a genius. A mad inventor, as some call him. But the truth is, despite his weird ideas and
his habit of zoning off into his own little world, he was an intelligent, overall amazing person and I’ve
always admired him for that. No matter how much I poked my nose in his business, he never showed
me his inventions. At least not until my last birthday.

His gift for me – he called it the Storyteller – looked like a miniature version of me. Uncle told
me it was a machine, a robotic creature made to tell stories – as you’ve probably already guessed. I
thought he would finally show me all the things he was working on, until he disappeared exactly a
week after my birthday, leaving behind the Storyteller. And of course, being the sentimental kid that I
am, I held on to the small robot, my last memory of him…And then one day it started talking.

My eyes widened at the voice, too human to belong to a machine. It seemed as if a real person
was talking to me. At first, it spoke of a happy family in a small, cozy house. They lived in a town
where it rained every day, but instead of gloomy, the place and its citizens were lively and upbeat.
Although it wasn’t all what it seemed – the people turned out to have magic, and the town itself was
living and breathing, protecting the people in it.
Fascinated, I whispered a “tell me more”, unknowingly inviting my own doom.

Since that moment, Storyteller never stopped. It spoke of spells and dangers lurking, of love
and hate tearing apart families…Where did the happy tale of the magical town go?

Thoughts ran through my head, scaring me. I didn’t want to hear more. Something told me I
shouldn’t hear more. But the Storyteller never stopped and its words followed me, lingered in my
mind wherever I went. I told my parents, but all they did was take Storyteller away. And yet it never
stopped.

Just like that, in the few moments of peace I had left, I managed to piece together his stories.
That’s when I came to a horrifying conclusion: the main character, the happy family – it was me and
my parents all along…And the stories…were our future.
Tick, tock, tick, tock…

I could still hear Storyteller. But I hoped his batteries would run
out soon. I hoped he would stop talking soon.
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EVERYTHING YOU DRAW COMES TO LIFE
Teodora Stoicheva
SU “Panayot Volov”- Shumen

The rain was falling on Newt's new masterpieces and he seemed really, really angry – he

had just finished his new amazing painting named "The Disaster of Paris" and he had put it front
when the rain started. It was a big storm and Newt's blond hair was wet - just like his clothes, brushes

and paints and all his last paintings. "Sometimes it is very hard to remain calm when you are a street

artist" - he was thinking. - "And I hate it when people call my art abusive and ugly for no reason- it is

just what I feel, can't they get it? I thought everybody has the right to express their emotions but

obviously I was wrong. I wonder what if...what if everything I draw comes to life? Just for a day or
two..."

Newt thought a lot about this and at the end of the dark and rainy day he went to the

local barbershop, where, according to the rumors, a wizard lived. Newt took his brush with him, just
in case the magic truly works. And it worked! After the meeting with the wizard, Newt's brush became
magical - now everything that he'd draw would come to life.

Newt felt unstoppable with his magical brush and he immediatly started drawing new

series of masterpieces about his broken heart. Yes, Newt was a broken-hearted young man - his love

left him two years ago and he broke down. He started drawing abusive paintings full of sadness and
destruction. Now, with the help of the wizard and his magic, everything Newt had ever felt and later

drawn, became a part of the reality. Paris itself turned into a horrible place to live - the sun went

down with the happines and nobody felt good and loved.

Until one day after two weeks when Newt realised the bad thing he had done - and he felt

really sorry for hurting people with his own sadness. He just sat in front of his paintings and he

started crying. Thinking about his lost love, he drew a painting of himself and his beautiful girlfriend
kissing in front of the Eiffel Tower and both hugging and smiling happily.

For his surprise, the painting became real! Finally, Newt met his
girlfriend and he told her how much he loved her. A week later

they got married and the painting with them kissing was hung in
the Louvre.
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EVERYTHING YOU DRAW COMES TO LIFE

Gergana Katsarova
OU “Hristo Smirnenski”- Dulovo
One day I woke up and started to draw.
Why? – I don’t know.
A monster, a zombie, a vampire,
driving a car with a punctured tire.

I went for some water and when I came back
I said “Oh!”:
the monster, the zombie, the vampire,
in my room – they all,
and the car with the punctured tire!

They finally managed to make me hear
and said “Everything you draw comes to life”
I wanted to scream – I was so near,
but I resisted it and said “You are alive!”

The vampire who was quiet until now
jumped and bit me and I don’t know how
but I found myself in the bed
thinking about the dream that was dread.

And I started drawing, and drawing, and drawing,
and everything came to life!
I was shaking and crawling
to get out.
And then I found out –
I’ve fallen asleep in class.
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TWO DOLLARS, ONE ADVENTURE
Tsvetina Cherganska
PMG “Yane Sandanski” – Gotse Delchev
One day a couple of years ago I was walking down a street with my friend Eric when I noticed a two-

dollar bill on the side of the pavement. I went ahead and took it but Eric wasn’t too happy about it.
‘Someone lost it, you can’t take it just like that!’ he said. ‘It’s just two dollars. I doubt anyone’s going to

look for it. Besides, if I don’t take it, someone else will.’ I told him. I put the bill in my pocket and
continued walking.

Later that day, Eric and I saw an old man begging on the side of the street’. ‘Give him the two dollars.
He needs them more than you’, Eric said. He was right. I took the bill out and gave it to the beggar. The

man was so happy, he almost teared up. ‘I haven’t eaten for more than a day,’ he said, ‘now I’ll finally
be able to buy some lunch. Thank you, kids’. I was happy too, it was like I was meant to give him the
money.

A few blocks down the street we saw a candy store and Eric wanted to
buy some sweets so we entered. We picked out the sweets he wanted

and we went to stand on the queue. In front of us were a middle-aged
woman and her daughter. The woman was carrying a cake. When their

turn came, the cashier said the cake cost $25. The woman looked

through her purse but she only had 23 dollars. ‘I’m sorry, sweetie,’ she

said to her daughter, ‘looks like we won’t be able to afford a cake this

year either’. The little girl seemed sad but she didn’t say anything back. I

felt bad for them so I gave them two dollars. They were both really
happy and the woman said she was extremely thankful.

In the evening, Eric and I went to see a magic show with some of our friends. After the show was over

we met the magician outside. We took some pictures with him and he gave us his autograph. We were

about to say goodbye when Eric asked what inspired him to be a magician. He told us that the first
money he ever got were from his father, who gave him two dollars to buy anything he wanted. He
bought a deck of cards and he learned to do magic tricks with it.

The next morning, I was walking to school with Eric again. When we passed the street I first found the
money on, I took out a two-dollar bill and put it on the ground. ‘Are you putting them back?’ Eric

asked. ‘We went on quite an adventure for just two dollars. I thought we should give someone else the
chance to do that too.’ I said.
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TWO DOLLARS, ONE ADVENTURE

I had a two-dollar bill,

Daniel Todorov
PG “P. K. Yavorov” – Petrich

enough to pay for my meal sausages or maybe a steak,

for dessert I planned on cake.
When I thrust my hand in my pocket

my bill was gone, but I didn’t know it.
I have lost my two-dollar friend.

Perhaps he’s in someone else’s hand.
Now I feel so bad without the money.

I guess I’ll have to eat just home-made honey.
I don’t know where my bills are.

They might be sitting in a café, eating peaches from a jar.
Now I’m sitting here lonely,

penniless and hungry. How can that be?

I’m writing rhymes and words of sorrow

hoping for a better money-backed adventure tomorrow.
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THERE WAS NO OTHER CHOICE BUT TO SURRENDER
Mertol Bekirov
I SU “Sv. Sedmochislenitsi” – Targovishte

Me and my friend Vesko were at the battlefield. The troops were getting ready. The king was looking
forward to this battle. The queen supported the king, too. The officers were discussing the strategy.
The cannons were ready. We did not know what to expect.

The battle started and the troops from the front line rushed. Some of the troops died and the

king decided to tell the officers to go and help the remaining troops. The opposing side had the
advantage so they decided to push with their horses. The king wasn’t ready for that attack and he
didn’t know what to do. After some time he decided to put the queen on the front line and help the
officers defeat the horses. The queen was the strongest of them all. She was fast, clever and very good

at defending. When the opposing side saw that the queen was at the front line, they did something
very strange. They left one of their horses out in the open with no support. The king saw that and he

ordered the queen to go and take out that horse. The queen did that and that’s when things started

getting bad. It turned out that the horse was only a distraction and the king soon realized that he was
surrounded by the enemy. He had no other choice but to surrender. The enemy was victorious.

Vesko stretched his hand to me to shake mine and said “Good game”. I shook his hand and

replied back. We were very tired so we put the chess back in his father’s room and went to bed.
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SEPARATING THEM WAS THE BEST DECISION
The history of hands

Artur Karkusati
133 SU “A. S. Pushkin” - Sofia

This all started in the early days of human evolution.

Charles R. Darwin gave the monkeys some rocks that contained uranium

in hopes that they will mutate into humans, so he can finally have
someone to talk to. But once they turned human none of them wanted to
talk to him nor support his radical “Theory of evolution”.

In his anger Darwin built a Time Evolution Machine (which is just a Time
Machine with a fancier name) and left the newly created humans.

After realizing that they are on their own now the first thing to do was to look around. The first thing

they saw were hands. Their hands, which were so amazing to them that they started creating a whole
religion around them.

The symbol of this religion was a man stretching his arms to show how cool is to have hands (✞). The

person’s name was Chris so they called the new religion “Christianity” … or something like that (there
was a guy that pretended to be Chris who even changed his name to Chris T. in which “T” stands for
True (his original name was something like Jey Sus? … Jess Ous? … Je-Zeus? … I don’t remember).

Also, people were so devoted to this religion that they glued additional hands only to be more
respected and useful. These people started calling themselves “Handymen”.

At one point the hand based religion became so absurd that it “helped” with the start of a World War

(they are originally called Hand Wars but the primitive man had the belief that the planet had a hand
alike shape).

To stop this madness a hand council was formed (today called the

UN – United Nail). The council made the best possible decision to
be sure that World Peace will be achieved. Separating them was
the best decision.

And from this day onward the hands were known as: left hand
and right hand. And the balance was kept.
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YOU ENTER A WORLD WHERE ALL THE LIES YOU’VE EVER TOLD ARE TRUE
Bilyana Tsolova
32 SUICHE “Sv, Kliment Ohridski” - Sofia
-

Hi! I’m Nathan and I’m 8 years old. I’m second grade in the English School “Little Dove”. I like dogs

-

and playing basketball.

-

the school therapist, as you may know.

-

told us all about the school.

Great! Hello Nathan, nice to meet you. I’m Mrs. Russell – just like the Jack Russell Dogs – and I’m

Yep, I know! The Principal was yesterday in home, mom had invited her for a cup of tea and she
Oh really, that’s nice. But can I ask you a question? Do you know why you are here?

-

No…I thought that’s because I had the best result in the History test?

-

school…because of lying.

-

-

-

Actually, no, I was lately talking with your mom; she said that you have a lot of problems at
What? Why haven’t I noticed that?

Ha – ha, you are really cute. But actually, we have to talk about that… I think you lie a lot more

than the other kids.
That’s not true!

If it’s like this, who told that the steaks at the school cafeteria are made of dog meat!

-

Wasn’t me…

-

plans".

-

-

-

And also, that the janitor is a spy, and that's why he stays late night at school, to "work on his spy
Wasn't me, too.

Okay, enough for today.

So quick! Ok, I assume I am really annoying for you.

No, it's not that. I have other work. Actually, I've prepared a book for you: "No Lie - No Pie - a Tale
for the Hungry, but Lying Rabbit". Read it at home, and see you tomorrow.

Ok, thanks! Bye Mrs. Russell!
Bye bye Nathan.

Nathan took the book, and waited for his mother to pick him up from school. When he got home,

he did his chores, as every day, and it was already dawn by then. He was quite exhausted. Then, he
remembered about the book Mrs. Russell gave him...
-

Hmm... "No Lie - No Pie". Interesting.
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Nathan decided to put on his pajamas and lie in bed to read it. He brushed his teeth, tucked

under the cozy sheets and turned on his bedside lamp, which was in the shape of the moon. He
opened the book, and started to read slowly:

"The Little Rabbit was really naughty. All he did was eating pie every day, because his mother

was working in a bakery. One day the mother came to him and said: "Today I have to go outside the
town, but someone has to look after the bakery and sell the pies. Can you do that for me?”, her son

nodded for acception. "But remember, you have to sell the pies - don't eat! When I get back home, and
I catch you eating, you are getting in trouble!" And as soon as she left, her little Rabbit started eating
all of the pies!"

Nathan yawned because it was really late, so he left the book, switched of the moon-lamp and felt

asleep. But after a while he awoke, because he was hungry for pie. He got up and went to the kitchen
to check.

When he opened the door of the kitchen, it was already bright morning, although he got up

around 3 a.m. In the kitchen were sitting his mother and "Little Dove" 's Principal! He was surprised.
- Good morning mom, Mrs. Principal. Aren't you supposed to be at school?

- No, because the janitor came up to be a spy and now he is fighting with ninjas.

- Oh, that's strange - thought Nathan - Oh, it smells delicious! What've you cooked mom?
- Some dog steaks.

- DOG STEAKS? - shouted Nathan.

He started to get suspicious. He went to check outside the house, still in his pajamas. And a

surprise to see! Everything outside was like a film. People were walking their own cows on leashes,
everyone was riding Jetpacks and Superman was flying around!
-

Hmm... I get it! I once told I saw the neighbors to walk their cow. I lied. And about the Jetpack

factory my dad is working in, too. And also I lied that I've talked with Superman. I'm not sure if I have
to believe this or it's just a dream, but I like it!
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Nathan started walking around and exploring. Every lie he's told about was here. It was great,

before some big F-s started approaching him.
- What are you? - asked Nathan.

- We are all your bad marks you lied about. - said the F-s.

Nathan felt bad, but continued. Then he saw a big broccoli. He hated broccoli, so he tried to

avoid it. But the broccoli started chasing him. Nathan started running and screaming in fear.
- Ah! What are you doing?!

- You deserve this! You said that you ate me, but you actually threw me in the bin! Now you deserve
the same for lying!

The broccoli caught Nathan. Nathan tried to free himself, started

punching and kicking the broccoli and succeeded to get away from him. He
started running back home, with the broccoli after him. He got to the door

in time and got into his house, locked everything and went to search his
mother for help.

- Mom! Mom! Help! Mom, where are you?!

When all of sudden, his mom was in the bedroom, but deadly ill.

- Nathan, come closer... - she coughed.

- Oh no! Mom! What is the matter with you!

- You shouldn't have lied about that I'm ill, so you don't have to go to the parents in school - day...

Then the strange beeping machine stopped beeping and Nathan realized his mom just died...

- Noooo!

Nathan woke up, sweating and exhausted. The first thing he did was go check his mother. It

was 4 a.m. and his mother was calmly sleeping in her bed.

- Oh, it was just a dream! I assume that there are a lot of consequences, after I lie... I PROMISE I WILL
NEVER LIE FROM NOW ON! Well, only in important occasions.
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SEPARATING THEM WAS THE BEST DECISION

The good, the bad and the crazy

Emilia Mollova
SU “Petko Slaveykov”- Kardzhali

Today I am a little bit lazy.

I am looking at a meadow with one daisy,

I see my mom screaming to dad like crazy.
My dad is staring at her,

He insults my mom for her deter.

This night they are in our living room,

My dad is angry and he raises the broom.
When the broom fell down it broke the vase,
my mom slapped his face

I want to escape from this home,

And go with my granny to Rome.
Now they are both furious,

My mom goes out with another man.

This guy seems familiar to me, I am so curious.

I remembered who he is, I saw him
Giving to my mom this vase

and also one ring, but she put it on a case
Two days after that my mom wanted a divorce,

My dad is happier, he even took a driving course.

Now there isn't a good, a bad and a crazy
And I am again a little bit lazy.
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WHY HAD NOBODY EVER MENTIONED MY MOM’S TWIN?
Alexandra Parvanova
PAG “Geo Milev”- Ruse

Slap! And again. A kick as well. A few curse words and she leaves. It was an everyday thing for me. I

couldn’t understand what I had done. Sometimes she beats me up simply because I existed. Other
days it was for a low grade, for not doing the dishes and so on and so forth.

An hour passed. She came back in my room. I hadn’t left the spot on the floor where she left me. My
mother picked me up in the gentlest way while muttering sweet nothings in my ear. I was too afraid

to say a word. I didn’t want to enrage her. She went to the bathroom and took the first-aid kit we kept
there. She put on a few bandages and some ointment on the cuts. She couldn’t do anything for the
bruises but I was used to them.

“I’m so sorry honey…I…I, I didn’t mean to do it…I didn’t even do it! It was her! That wretched woman!

The same as me yet nothing like me!” she was close to crying. Usually crying made her mad again. I
quickly hugged her and gave a silent prayer to every possible God that she calmed down. It didn’t
work. This time though she didn’t lay a hand on me. She broke almost all of our dishes, cups and even

the toaster. Then she finally calmed down. When I could hear nothing I went to put a blanket on her.
She was always asleep in the floor from exhaustion. But not this time.

Upon entering our living room instead of her small form on the ground, I saw her standing with her
back facing me. I got scared and tried to tip-toe out of the room.

“Stay.” As simple as that. She didn’t even raise her voice but it was enough to make my blood run cold.
And I stayed. A few minutes passed and still not a word, not even a twitch.

Then she fell down. She trashed and trashed but eventually calmed down. At one point she got up. I
didn’t dare move a muscle. She looked at me and quietly asked why I was standing there. She looked

different once again. Her eyes weren’t green and glowing but blue and held the most comfort I had
ever seen. Her smile was bright and her canines weren’t longer than normal. Her nails were perfectly
polished in white and didn’t resemble claws. I knew it was her. The real her. I ran and hugged her, I
cried…a lot and she did too! I had to know the truth. I was afraid I would make her mad but I couldn’t
help her if I didn’t know what was wrong. I loved her and she needed me.

“Mommy, what’s wrong?” I had to be more specific…Think, think! “Do you have a mental illness? We
learned about them at school, Mommy.” Did I overdo it?
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“No, honey, it’s not that. I don’t even know how to explain it. We don’t have much time until she
returns so I’ll go over everything quickly. I don’t think she’s part of my personality. She’s an intruder
but I can never make her go away. She leaves me alone only when she needs to eat. She’s evil. You just
can’t imagine the things she says. But she’s always cautious of you finding a big book in the living

room. If you ever go near it she starts hissing and does everything to get you away. I believe it holds

the key to all of this…She’s coming! Take it and lock your door! I’m losing power over my mind! GO!“,
she screamed.

And I did. I took the book, I tripped, I fell but managed to get to my room. Shutting the door and
locking it was an easy thing since I was used to it. I was eager to see what was inside of the book. I

didn’t waste any more time and hid under my blanket. I opened it and was sucked inside. I saw
everything like a movie but I couldn’t interfere.

It was the history of a kingdom. The princess looked just like my mother- blue eyes, a shining smile

and long blonde hair. She had a sister- with green eyes and always wearing a scowl and blonde hair as
well. They were the most precious jewels the world could ever own because of their powers and they
had royal blood too. The kingdom was at peace with everyone. They didn’t expect the attack nor did

they have any army. The only ones capable of fighting were the sisters but they were also what the

attackers were after. It was too risky. They had to be protected. They sealed them in one person and
sent them away with the child one of them had. That was me. My mother’s good nature was eating at
her sister and she turned completely evil, overtaking her body. She had loved the man my mother
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married and that added to her bitterness. That’s why she hated me. That’s why I took beatings and
insults every day. I had no fault in any of this but for her my mere existence was too much. I was

furious but what could I do. I got out and continued reading the book hoping to find a way to separate
them.

The person who wrote the book was the one who sealed the two sisters together. He had predicted
possible problems and thus included a way of separation. But it scared me. I couldn’t put a dagger

through my mother’s heart. It was very risky and I could kill her, leaving only the evil part behind. But
what if it worked…I had to try!

Night came. I was wide awake from adrenaline. I knew she would be asleep at this hour but still I did
my best to keep quiet while taking a knife and creeping into her room. We didn’t have daggers at

home so I guessed a knife would do the trick. She was breathing deeply and slightly snoring. She had

to be in deep slumber. I charged not wanting to waste any more time but I hesitated and she woke up.
When I saw her glowing green eyes I remembered everything she had done to me and plunged the

knife in her chest where I supposed the heart was. A scream like no other pierced the night. There

was steam. It turned green and I only saw the shadow of what was happening. It was sickening to see
limbs sprouting from other limbs. At some point the steam cleared and the two sisters sat there

looking at each other. I couldn’t believe my eyes. It had actually worked! I couldn’t take it. I ran to my
mother and hugged her with all of my power. She hugged me back and told me she loved me. We were

interrupted by her sister cackling and hissing at us. My mother, the real one, pulled me closer and I
managed to get a better look at her sibling. They were completely identical except for the eyes. I

blinked and she was gone. The only thing left of her was the distant sound of laughter. Promising
laughter. Promising to return and kill us for good. But we were together now and we were stronger
than ever this way. We were ready!
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HE JUMPED FROM SUBJECT TO SUBJECT LIKE A CRAZED YORKSHIRE TERRIER
Valentina Savova
NGNHI “Konstantin Preslavski”- Varna

When people think about apartment buildings, they most often associate them with thin walls,

a lot of noise, living in a big city, a narrow staircase and an elevator, which always seems to break
down when you carry the heaviest groceries. That's pretty much it. Did I forget something? Oh yes, of

course – the neighbours! Neighbours so close to you and your personal space that you can practically
smell their morning breath and taste the meals they're cooking.

This is a story about a neighbour. One such interesting and fascinating individual that I

considered myself extremely lucky he happened to be exactly my neighbour.

His name was Bear. Now, I'm not sure if that was his real name or a nickname but in my

humble opinion it didn't fit him at all. Bears are supposed to be huge and scary and hairy, aren't they?
But the neighbour Bear wasn't any of the things – he was a tiny old man, extremely skinny and from

what I could see, he didn't have much hair neither on his head nor on his body. I don't know his exact
age, but the small amount of hair coming out of his nose and ears was greyish-white, so it's safe to say

that he was an elder. However, he was very, very energetic – he walked fast, he climbed up the stairs
fast. And he talked fast – my lord, he jumped from subject to subject like a crazed Yorkshire Terrier.

Sometimes I imagined his thoughts like little race cars inside his bald head – racing, colliding,

crashing, disappearing and reappearing when you least expect them. Bear had the healthy habit of
having his morning stroll at strictly 9:36 every day at the small park in our neighbourhood. Once I had
learned that fact, I would often “coincidentally” bump into him there and have the pleasure of being

his company. His endless stories were very interesting, as random and unbelievable as they seemed.
Sometimes he would start one, then continue with another before finishing the first one and return
once again to the abandoned story mixing it up with a third one.

That man Bear considered himself one of the luckiest people alive, because of the fact that he

was …....erm, alive? One of his favourite stories was about the huge train crash that he and his family

experienced when he was just a small boy. Guess who were the one and only survivor? The little child

that would grow up to become my lovely and lively neighbour, of course. I, personally, don't consider
losing my family in an unfortunate accident a lucky event, but optimistic Bear kept repeating that fate

had a soft spot for him, every single time backing up his claim with a different, unimaginable,
unbelievable story about his extraordinary luck. While not necessarily believing his every word, I
always enjoyed listening to him. I could listen for hours. His soft and melodic voice alone could turn
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each and every one of his stories into a real fairy tale. He could talk about life on a lonely island, about

escaping heavily guarded prisons, about travelling to exotic locations and selling mysterious potions –
all in one confusing and strange monologue and still somehow manage to capture my entire attention
and leave me with my mouth hanging open, stunned by his incredible luck. I never asked him about

how he ended up in our old apartment building – poor, living all alone, sharing his small home only
with a tank of fish after all these adventures. And I didn’t really care. For me he was a modern-day

Don Quixote – living in his own world just because the real one is too grey and difficult to bear. I
understood him later in life and felt honoured to have received a small part of his universe – to keep it

safe and treasure it for the rest of my life.
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FOUR-MINUTE WARNING
Simona Nikolaeva
SUEE “Sv. Konstantin-Kiril Filosof”- Ruse
What are you supposed to do when you know you have four minutes left to live? Do you run? Do you
call all your loved ones and tell them how much they mean to you? Do you jump from a window
hoping you’ll fly?

Why not, actually? I am in a bank where I know absolutely no one. The terrorists are holding

guns longer than my leg and one of them is pointed at me. The bomb is in the middle of the room. It

just stands there. Two minutes left. Everyone is so scared that I think their eyes will pop out of their
heads. Strangely, I’m calm. I don’t fear death. After all, at some point everyone meets the “collector of

souls and bodies”. One minute. The terrorists are slowly getting out of the building. Thirty seconds.
Everyone is panicking. And by everyone, I mean, absolutely everyone. Ten seconds. What do I have to

lose? My life? That will be lost soon enough. I’m not afraid. I try opening the window. It’s closed. Seven
seconds. I take a big piece of something that looks like iron. Five seconds. I break the glass.
I am not afraid.
Two seconds.
I jump.

Well, I didn’t fly if that’s what you expected. I heard the awful BOOM. It was so loud I think my

ears fell off.

I wake up. Where am I? What is going on? Everything is blurry and it feels like my head is

spinning. Was it all just a dream? Did I take some drugs? Am I dead?

I get out of the bed which I somehow got into. The room is empty. There is just one random

door standing in front of me. I open it and all I see is a freakily long corridor leading to… nowhere. At
first, I walk slowly but it gets me so annoyed that I start running. I run for, what I think is, an hour.
Suddenly, the corridor ends but I’m not able to stop.

Here I am again falling. From the same window I jumped from not so long ago.
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I wake up in the exact same room. The door is there and my head is spinning again. What on

Earth is happening? For the second time, I open the door and start running in the same corridor. And
all of a sudden, guess what… I’m falling! Again!

I wake up. I fall. I wake up. I fall. It happens two more times.

Then at the fifth time I wake up I see a letter on my bed. It turns out it’s just a note, saying: “That was
not a bomb. It was a serum. You are smart. But we are smarter. You are now our pawn. Use your head,
not your legs. Don’t try to escape. You soon may be one of us.” Yes, thank you, I understood

everything. On the other side of the note there is a P.S. – “You have four minutes.” Great. I decide to

stay in the room this time. The words “Use your head, not your legs” are not giving me peace. My
head… Okay, I’ll use my head. I go to the door and just punch my head into it. And then the door
becomes air. I jump in it for a billionth time. After all, I’m used to it by now.
But this time, I fly.
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HE COULD HEAR EVERYTHING, BUT DARED NOT TO OPEN HIS EYES
Mikaela Zlatanova
SU “Nikola Katranov” - Svishtov
The wind carried a desperate cry for help that night. It broke through the curtain of noise, so thick it
rarely allowed the ear to hear, let alone listen…

But this time even the deaf heard. Morbidly, the scream resonated as if it were trying to make

sure its presence was known of. It had been there for too long. A life was on the line. Deafened by the

noise of factories and blinded by the shimmering of gold man never listened to the warnings of his

mother and was blind for her suffering. He could hear everything, but dared not to open his eyes. Of

course, it is a lot easier to take all you have for granted and not even consider the risk of losing it. As if
not seeing what’s happening around us means it is not happening…

Tonight, however, it was different. Man heard, man listened and finally opened the eyes he had

kept closed for centuries. And what he saw was terrifying. Earth was bleeding. A tight rope of smoke

was hanging around her neck with an etiquette Made by man decorating one of its ends. Then all he

felt was guilt. If only he had listened it might not have come to this. His heart was shaken. He
desperately wanted to give up his gold to save her, but it was too late. A murderer’s regret could never
bring back their victim…

The mother perished, she did, and her son didn’t see the sunrise, either.
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IT WAS WITH SOME ANXIETY THAT I STEPPED FORWARD
Daniela Kirilova
PEG “Prof. D-r Asen Zlatarov”- Veliko Tarnovo

There is no good and evil in war. The two seemingly opposite notions aren’t the polar ends of a
magnet – doomed to a solitary existence, never to meet. You probably know that the brightest star on

the night sky is called Sirius, it can be found it the Canis Major constellation. What few people know,

though, is that the brightest star is not a single star but a binary star system, i.e. two stars orbiting
around each other but observed as one. One is often doomed to live in the shadow of the other. But

they co-exist in a perpetual dance pulled together by a force that dictates the entire Universe –
gravity.

Good and evil. Can you tell one from the other and with sheer confidence claim it universal? Am I good
for obeying my commander, for fighting for my country or am I evil for disrupting families, destroying
homes, ending lives prematurely?

Yesterday…or was it the day before? I can’t recall, I can’t seem to distinguish the faces of my ‘enemies’
from those of my fellow soldiers, let alone tell the difference between Mondays and Tuesdays or any
other day that can be summed up in a single word – destruction. As I was saying, though, only
yesterday was I ordered to burn down a city, bring its monumental buildings to ashes. Demolish it

without the blink of an eye and convince myself my intentions were noble. I can’t…allow myself to feel

any remorse, any guilt for my actions or else I might do something stupid like speak up, disobey and
by nightfall I’d surely be at the other end of the rifle. Mishaps like that are bound to happen, though,

I’m only human after all, or at least I hope I am because with all the dreadful deeds I’ve done since the
war broke out, I feel reluctant to utter the word ‘human’ when referring to myself. My body is not
home to a monster or whatever, I have a soul and a beating heart, a conscience I so fruitlessly try to
silence…just like you.

And not to sound offensive or all-knowing but I highly doubt if the roles

were reversed, if it were you who got the order to, I quote, “bring those
filthy saukerls to me dead or alive,” I doubt you’d summon the strength, the
will (or the reckless stupidity) to disobey. It’s me or them. When both sides

are in possessions of lethal weapons, it’s not a matter of morals, nah, you

leave those the moment you hug your mother goodbye and board the train
to wherever you’re ordered to go, it’s a matter of survival.

So, when I entered the house the spies had been occupying for weeks, I knew in my bones that a life
would be taken. For the first time, though…for the first time, I hoped it’d be mine.
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IT WAS WITH SOME ANXIETY THAT I STEPPED FORWARD
Daniela Tsvetanova
TG “Vasil Aprilov” – Cherven Bryag
I am tired of being anxious all the time

And I wonder "How to escape from my mind?"
Sometimes I feel like I am being trapped

In a box of thoughts that is about to crack
"It's how the light gets in!" they say
But I don't feel the same way.

Every single thought is like a stone

And all of them together are helping me to fall
No, not to fall in love but on the ground

Feeling the whole universe judging about
Every choice I made, every word I said.
Yet, none of them seems to be great.
So I get up and start again the war
Between me and my anxiety
That I am trying to ignore.
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LISTEN CLOSELY TO THE WHISPERING
Ivo Ivanov
32 SUICHE “Sv. Kliment Ohridski” – Sofia

I know you, I know you very well. You are the one whose flesh is soft, the one with warm blood
pumping through the veins of their limbs. You are the one who calls himself human.

You think you are so powerful with your machines and your electronic devices. But I know you are

not! How can I? Well let me tell you a secret. I have always been there watching, listening, I have seen
your most vulnerable moments and I know your deepest darkest secrets. You are an open book to me.

Who am I, you ask. I am the shadow in the corner of your eye, I am the footsteps you hear behind you,
I am the cold breath on the back of your neck. I am gone when you turn around, hidden in the darkest
corners of the room.

On the other hand I am sure you saw me that one time. But you wouldn‘t remember being just a little
helpless baby. You screamed and cried at the look of my face. It was then, I knew you were the one.

The one to feed my hunger with all your fears and insecurities. I grew stronger as time pass. I have
turned into the pain in your chest, the weight on your shoulders. I watch from above, I watch from
bellow, I am all around you.

And now you know you don‘t want to go to sleep because it is when it starts. Sometimes you hear
muffled laughter and sometimes you hear cries. Sometimes you feel so very lonely and sometimes you

feel like you are not alone. It is me, it has always been me and you shall know it once you start
listening. Listen closely to the whispering.
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HALF OF THE NAMES ON THE LIST HAD ALREADY BEEN CROSSED OFF

Alexandra Stefanova
PGT “Ivan Pavlov”- Ruse
He stood on his desk, fingers spotted in ink,

Doing the same old job, which was not all that pink,
Appearing quite smart, an intellectual, if you insist,

While looking at the names that were still on the list
The names were empty, bringing the man no emotion,
Though the written ones put the world in motion.
Even I personally find them hard to avoid,

What with my social life currently competing with the void.
One was more closed off and mostly busy.

One preferred to kick back and take it easy.

One was in the middle, and some would say even lame.
But for the writing man they were all the same.

And so, he continued, crossing one name after another,

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, oh, it was such a bother.

But this was Time, with an occupation not for the likes of mortal men,

Marking the passage of time, forever holding that extremely durable pen.
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LISTEN CLOSELY TO THE WHISPERING
Dayana Adzhemova
EG “Peyo Yavorov”- Silistra

Where do all the wrong words go? All the things you shouldn’t have said? What if they actually don’t
go anywhere, what if they stay, if they are always a part of your mind?
They live there, they sleep there… they hurt there.
Every word, every single letter can hurt me so badly. And they already did. Every time when I
don’t say them, they want their revenge. They bite, they scream…they hurt. Because I didn’t give
them a chance to fly, to make someone happy or to kill him inside. That’s the point of the words: they
must say something, they must fly…
But I… I cut their wings off. I left them alone in the darkest parts of my mind. I made my
decision. And everything because of my fear. They say: “My fear is my substance and pro [Grab your

reader’s attention with a great quote from the document or use this space to emphasize a key point. To place this
text box anywhere on the page, just drag it.]

bably the best part of me.” My fear keeps me safe and makes the walls of my mind stronger,

higher, safer… My mind is now a dungeon for words. And I live there alone with my mistaken words,
with all my failures.

I’m starting to be afraid of the darkness. What if nobody saves you? What if you have to be

saved from YOU yourself?

And it starts again… all the letters hurt. They stroke gently, they scream loudly, they bite me…

they want to be said. They write on the walls of my mind – “Guilty”. And I am guilty. I am guilty

because I didn’t say them, because I cut their wings off. I am afraid and that’s my punishment – a war

between my fears and my words. A war with no end – painful and lonely because there aren’t any
soldiers at all. I am alone. Silence…
***

Suddenly, I can hear a voice. I try to listen closely to the whispering.
And now I can really hear… “Even black holes can be a lovely place.

Because near a black hole the time stops and I think that it would be a
perfect place to love someone.” Love, love, LOVE!

This word is true. One properly written word. One word that

matters….

Oh, my dearest words, my poor letters, I’m begging you for forgiveness. Please, forgive me for my

fear. Please, fly… say… LOVE! And they try… but because of everything I did to them they cannot fly
anymore. They fall crying. I die inside.
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